Elastic
Enterprise Search
Discover all your content with ease for fast and relevant
search that spans workplaces, websites, apps, geo
search, and all the destinations in between. Create rich,
highly interactive search experiences in minutes.
Try a 14-day free trial on Elastic Cloud or download the
latest version today at www.elastic.co/enterprise-search

elastic.co

Elastic Enterprise Search

Versatile search for unique business needs

Whether it’s your customers searching online for just the right knowledge base
article or thousands of employees trying to locate your company’s time-off policy
to ensure it scales.
Elastic’s Enterprise Search solutions bring the speed, scale, and relevance of
Elasticsearch to your customers, partners, teams, and mobile users in a set of
easy-to-use yet powerful applications. Create a search experience using
out-of-the-box, point-and-click tools or build a customized search experience of
your own with robust APIs.
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Baked right into Elastic Enterprise Search:
Speedy setup
Use Elastic’s out-of-the-box search
templates or leverage reference UI
libraries to customize the search
experience.
Tuning, curation, and boosting
Personalize your result sets with simple
relevance tuning tools. Easily adjust
page ranking, boost posts, or add
weights and synonyms.
Lower costs, higher value
Achieve lower costs at scale by only
paying for the resources you consume,
without worrying about constraints
around per-query, per-document, or
per-user pricing.

Flexible use cases
Ecommerce, customer support, intranet,
mobile app, geo-local, SaaS app, and
beyond.
Typo tolerance
Deliver relevant results for even the
most complicated queries by using
autocorrect, bigram matching,
stemming, synonyms, and more.
Cloud-ready on day one
The Elastic Cloud makes it easy to
deploy, operate, and scale search
solutions across AWS, GCP, or Azure.

Elastic App Search

The power of Elasticsearch,
without the learning curve

Elastic App Search brings the proven scalability and speed of Elasticsearch
to a refined set of APIs and intuitive dashboards to help you build
incomparable search experiences with ease.
Whether it’s a corporate website, ecommerce site, help portal, SaaS
application — or their iOS and Android app counterparts — they’re all
software applications that rely on search functionality to deliver user value.
App Search provides the tools to help you create modern, highly custom
search experiences directly into every application you build, regardless of
the platform.

Ways to use Elastic App Search:

Corporate website

Self-service support

Help desk

Jobs portal

Ecommerce

Geolocal search

Why Elastic App Search?
Lowered customer effort
Drastically reduce the amount of effort and time customers spend
attempting to find the right content.
Greater self-service success
When visitors come to your site they want answers. Now. Make sure
you’re delivering the best answer right away so they leave happy.
Increased case deflection for support
Solving support cases is costly. And time consuming. Inject helpful
content in the course of case creation to satisfy customers quickly. Your
agents will thank you.
Improved conversion rates
Help buyers find the best products and services the first time they
search to increase online revenue.

Elastic Workplace Search

Unified, secure search for internal teams

Employees expect the same modern search experiences at work that they
encounter on their personal devices outside the office.
With Elastic Workplace Search, your teams have access to a suite of modern search
experiences to help them search, discover, and organize vast amounts of internal
data easily and securely. So they spend less time hunting and more time working.
Sources
Unify your content platforms —
Google Drive, Salesforce, ServiceNow,
Office365, GitHub, and more —
into a single search experience.
Customize results
Fine-tune your search results with a few
clicks — no coding required.

Search naturally
Teams can search for content how
they want to search — in their own
language, using their own terms.
Groups and user management
Set permissions and grant or revoke
access with clicks — not code.

Ways to use Elastic Workplace Search:

Intranet search
for employees

CRM search
for Sales

Knowledge search
for agents

Why Elastic Workplace Search?
Teams will know — and do — more
As teams use search to find the most accurate content, their expertise and
competency increases.
Simplify how work gets done
Eliminate “swivel chair” searching across dozens of internal apps and streamline workflows.
Unleash productivity
Less time spent finding content means teams are freed up to do their actual jobs.

Flexibility comes standard
Resource-based pricing that scales in the cloud
The price you pay is determined only by the computing power you use. So say
goodbye to per document, per query, or per user pricing.
A search experience your users — and content — deserve
Get started in minutes with out-of-the-box UI templates. Or take it up a notch with
our free, open source Search UI to build exceptional search experiences.
Pick your deployment option
Easily deploy, operate, and scale on AWS, GCP, and Azure through the Elastic
Cloud, or download the self-managed package.

Real-time data, actionable insights

By giving you complete visibility into user behavior, built-in analytics from
Elastic Enterprise Search solutions help you zero in on what needs improvement
and how to meet your goals.
Search as it happens
See what your users are searching for, clicking on, and engaging with.
Identify content gaps
Easily spot “no result” searches based on low click-through volume.
Track conversions
Quickly identify the content and products that produce the most conversions.
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